
HOLIDAY POSTCARD ESSAY

One of the last things you hear from your friends or neighbours as you go away on holiday is â€œSend us a
postcard!â€• It's one of those great holiday traditions.

Most folded cards need to be mailed inside an envelope, but there are some that can be mailed directly. We
started the day with a common breakfast on the picnic site. Folded Postcards that are folded, so that they have
at least 4 pages. Early history of postcards[ edit ] The claimed first printed picture postcard. Cards showing
images increased in number during the s. My aim is to provide a time effective aid for your German
homework. We exchanged phone numbers and email addresses at the end, and some of them want to come
back to the camp next year. Images of the newly built Eiffel Tower in and gave impetus to the postcard,
leading to the so-called "golden age" of the picture postcard in years following the mids. But sending emails
have some benefits which are not found in posting letters. Artist Signed Postcards with artwork that has the
artist's signature, and the art is often unique for postcards. In Japan, official postcards were introduced in
December , shortly after stamps were introduced to Japan. Postcards also give insight into how new forms of
communication media are adopted, adapted, and discarded. Early US postcards[ edit ] A postcard of a postcard
factory in Chicago, which claims to be 'The largest building in America devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of Post Cards' Back of the above card Postcard with cancellation American 'divided back'
postcard, The first American postcard was developed in by the Morgan Envelope Factory of Springfield,
Massachusetts. Postal cards. Contemporary postcards[ edit ] A tinted black-and-white image that has had
colored tint added souvenir card. Early Any card issued before the Divided Back was introduced. Postcards
were made because people were looking for an easier way to send quick notes. In the early s, the newly
elected Conservative government were concerned at the apparent deterioration of morals in Britain and
decided on a crackdown on these postcards. This was known as the "undivided back" era of postcards. The rag
content in the card stock allowed a much more colorful and vibrant image to be printed than the earlier "white
border" style. Postcard by Takehisa Yumeji , In Japan, official postcards have one side dedicated exclusively
to the address, and the other side for the content, though commemorative picture postcards and private picture
postcards also exist. C Kropp, and the Asheville Postcard Company. British photographer John Hinde used
saturated colour and meticulously planned his photographs, which made his postcards of the later twentieth
century become collected and admired as kitsch. From March 1, the Post Office allowed private citizens to
write on the address side of a postcard. Postcards also commemorate major events, popular humor, and many
other aspects of daily life â€” transportation, entertainment, sports, work, religion, or advertising. Return
postcards consist of a single double-size sheet, and cost double the price of a usual postcard â€” one addresses
and writes one half as a usual postcard, writes one's own address on the return card, leaving the other side
blank for the reply, then folds and sends. I opened the email went to the details of the email very quickly.
British seaside postcards[ edit ] A seaside postcard. Original postcards are now highly sought after, and rare
examples can command high prices at auction. The images on these cards are generally based on colored
photographs , and are readily identified by the glossy appearance given by the paper's coating. I applied for
several jobs but my dream job was to work as a consultant for a major telecom company in my country. The
design can still be found in many places today. If there were even tiniest chances of the post office being
disappeared, they would have been disappeared right after the invention of e-mail or the telephone. It has
played a very important role earlier and now it is also important in some cases. This was followed in April by
postcards meant specifically for government use and by reply postcards in  According to the same state
standards, cards are classified according to the type and kind. One day, we did a rafting tour on a river nearby,
and we had to build the rafts ourselves beforehand. But I think the governments will not do so. The
accommodation was simple since we all slept in tents without proper beds. Postcards were not allowed to have
a divided back and correspondents could only write on the front of the postcard. It was on this date that
postcards were allowed to have a "divided back". I went with my cousin to the camp, and we made a lot of
new friends from all over the country. Methods of Control" [22] gives the following definition: Post Card is a
standard rectangular form of a paper for public postings.


